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1) My #QAnon thread for posts from January 26th - 28th 2018.
Our theme for this thread:
Is Donald Trump (and his support group) an existential threat to a corrupt political
system?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqSbLRUQAIsSbp.jpg

2) #QAnon posted a link to a video the night of the 26th. If you haven't heard it, you might give a listen.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/G2qIXXafxCQ

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUpy3QGVQAA8lJn.jpg

3) The video reveals the theme of Q's posts and the purpose of Donald Trump's Presidency.
#Trump is an existential threat to the corrupt political system. They know it. He knows it and they're
locked in a battle to the death. Only one will walk away. #Qanon
4) #Qanon takes us back to the Executive Order POTUS issued on December 21, 2017, concerning asset
forfeiture for individuals and corporations involved in human rights abuse and corruption. He asks us to
review it, It will be useful in the coming weeks.
Executive Order Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse …
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America,
including the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (50 U.S.C. 1701 et seq.) (IEEPA)…
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-…

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involvedserious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUp2kQyVAAAhunS.jpg

5) @GalacticRedPill did an in-depth review of the Executive Order here:
GalacticRedPill
@GalacticRedPill

Long Thread incoming
The Topic: An examination of the 12/21/17 EO,
whitehouse.gov/presidential-a…
273 12:42 AM - Jan 27, 2018

Executive Order Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in …
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and
the laws of the United States of America, including the International
whitehouse.gov

237 people are talking about this

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUp3cASUMAAeY9d.jpg

6) #Qanon ties the Executive Order to corporate resignations, asking us to be mindful of them as they
pile up in the coming weeks. They stand as evidence that the corrupt corporate-political system is being
dismantled.
7) Next, #Qanon turns our attention to the Council on Foreign Relations. Note the delta (🔼) symbol on
each end of the title. He provides a link to the Wikipedia article on the Council.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Members_of_the_Council_on_Foreign_Relations

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUp4cALUQAANFdT.jpg

8) Interestingly, @JulianAssange tweeted a helpful graphic this morning showing the spiderweb of
connections the Council on Foreign Relations has to the mainstream media and its connections to the
Bilderberg Meetings and the Trilateral Commission.
https://swprs.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/cfr-media-network-hdv-spr.png

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUp5kClVoAAmrWY.jpg

9) People have wondered if a U.S. citizen is legally allowed to be detained in a military prison the way a
foreign citizen would if he were an enemy combatant in a war.
In his next post,#Qanon provides a link to an opinion provided by the DOJ Office of Legal Counsel.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUp8ThbVMAADatt.jpg

10) This is a short excerpt that explains the Presidental powers to detain U.S. citizens.
Yes, it does appear that a U.S. citizen may be detained in a military prison if deemed appropriate by
POTUS.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUp7-s9UMAAiIns.jpg

11) Next, we see a string of posts and responses. One of the anons notes that Sean Hannity's Twitter
account was offline the night of the 26th.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqA9lJVwAAaVkF.jpg

12) An anon replies: Jack Dorsey, CEO of Twitter, is still trying to control the narrative by suspending the
accounts of conservatives who have a large following.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqCHEkVoAA3TTt.jpg

13) #Qanon tells them the suspension (hack?) of Hannity's account wasn't done by Twitter but someone
outside of Twitter.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqDO-iV4AAcPGp.jpg

14) #Qanon follows up his previous post with an observation: Submission complete.
Note the links (6 digit numbers) displayed in this post. These are links to related posts by other anons.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqIXxVUQAABUYU.jpg

15) The cryptic reply from #Qanon caused people to speculate what he meant. I'll post a few of the
responses.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqI6I0U0AABjbX.jpg

16) Swing and a miss.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqJAPJVMAArZ7h.jpg

17) Getting warmer.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqJGphVAAAICX8.jpg

18) Over the target.
Hannity (or whoever was in control of his account at the time) posted 3 times "Form Submission 1649."
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqJYKnU8AA7wCZ.jpg

19) People who saw it happen reported that the first two tweets were deleted and the third remained.
then his account went dark. #Qanon
Ø

V

_ V

@mannyrod007
Replying to @lookner

Sean actually tweeted #FormSubmission1649 twice...deleted
both times within minutes.....there were comments & likes on
both tweets...saw this happen firsthand...minutes after the
second instance his account disappeared
436 8:33 AM - Jan 27, 2018
356 people are talking about this

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqLIgJUMAAIA4S.jpg

20) Possible explanations began rolling in. Someone thought it referred to the source code for the
submission form on Hannity's website, which contains the number 1649. #Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqKc9LVoAANgX4.jpg

21) Another explanation.
#QAnon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqLwcbVoAEzad-.jpg

22) One of the anons offered this explanation.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqMkAwU8AA1L0i.jpg

23) A closer look.
The code associated with 1649: False imprisonment.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqMzufUMAA2C21.jpg

24) #Qanon then posts an explanation, suggesting that the deep state may have threatened to kill
conservative reporters. The puppet masters are playing for keeps.
He asks if anyone knows where John Solomon (JS) is and suggests he is being protected.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqOJqmUMAEjfkh.jpg

25) He concludes his post with this:
[19] immediates [no longer with us].
Self-suicide if actioned.
Real life.
#Qanon
As I continue building the thread, I'd love to hear your thoughts on the meaning of this tweet (#25)
26) An anon thinks he has a correct decoding of #QAnon's previous post.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrNy8jVoAAuw0_.jpg

27) #Qanon confirms and clarifies.
Nuclear standoff: Both sides risk massive losses if either side engages in unacceptable behavior.
People would die if harm came to anyone on Q's side.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrO_xCV4AIXNqN.jpg

28) #Qaon tells anons to look at what's already been posted.
He highlights the problem with trials in civilian courts. The hint here is that the trials will be held in a
military court, which would a) not subject to bribery and corruption and b) not be a spectacle for the
media

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrRjPiVAAAQmwE.jpg

29) This answers the question of why they're planning military trials instead of civilian ones. (It also
confirms a dream I had about a month ago where high ranking people we being taken to Gitmo.)
30) Next, a Brit posts their observations about President #Trump and wonders if it's possible to help out
the UK.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrUe2XVoAEsMg5.jpg

31) #Qanon responds, telling him that things are going on behind the scenes already that he's not aware
of and not to worry.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrUu0fVwAAM-4n.jpg

32) #Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrVvJTU0AA-gGL.jpg

33) The next #Qnon post.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrWXCNVwAE_urA.jpg

34) Backstory.
#Qanon
News story:
Saudi billionaire prince Al-Waleed freed from detention in corruption crackdown
The major investor in Western media says he expected to be cleared.
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/01/27/saudi-billionaire-prince-al-waleed-freed-detention-cor…

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/01/27/saudi-billionaire-prince-al-waleed-freeddetention-corruption-crackdown/1071765001/

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrWmOLVAAA65qt.jpg

35) "Black Forest" could describe the circumstances the prince finds himself in now that he's out of
prison and his corrupt network has been taken down.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrXnNtVMAI3gye.jpg

36) #Qanon asks the anons to answer a few questions.
[D] = Dopey Prince

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUraU2NVAAE6gwg.jpg

37) Here's a good answer. (#Qanon did not confirm but this displays the kind of thinking that's needed.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrbdivU0AAFaSN.jpg

38) #Qanon post at 10:09 am, the morning of the 27th which makes reference to the tweet by the
President a few hours earlier (see below)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrb5pkV4AAivXS.jpg

39) President Trump tweets at 4:55 am the morning of the 27th.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrcBa5VwAUlYZF.jpg

40) #Qanon has been stressing the need for safety & security and notes that the President has been
emphasizing the same things.
41) #Qanon post. Chatter among the MSM, deep state is exploding. (Remember - they're listening.) In 45 days a narrative switch will be required. (State of the Union time)
People are waking up (sleeping pill rejected)
Operation Mockingbird fails.
Link: http://www.carlbernstein.com/magazine_cia_and_media.php

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrd00VVwAApgPl.jpg

42) FAKE>REAL.
> is an arrow, not a greater than sign.
Fake news is replaced by real news
BLIND>20/20.
The blind see 20/20
43) KILL_CHAIN.
#Qanon tells us a plan of attack is being implemented.
(More evidence that Q has a military background)
Where we go one, we go ALL>
Q

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrgx82VwAA2MKw.jpg

44) An anon noted that @JulianAssange posted a video where Joe Biden was at a Council on Foreign
Relations event bragging about manipulating the judicial system of Russia.

Defend Assange Campaign
@DefendAssange

Obama VP Joseph Biden brags about how he rigged the judicial
system of another country.
24.4K 11:22 AM - Jan 27, 2018
23.7K people are talking about this

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrib_2U8AEbM2S.jpg

45) #Qanon reposts and replies.
Isn't it odd that @JulianAssange would post so much about the Council on Foreign Relations on the same
day Q is posting about it?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrjadEUQAIyTQu.jpg

46) The next post by #Qanon
Q repeatedly compares Snowden and Assange. Two people with similar skillsets but very different
purposes and, more importantly, different public perceptions. (Keep that in mind.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrkeEqVoAA67XP.jpg

47) #Qanon, as usual, notes the clock is ticking, asks Snowden how Russia is and notes he's a former NSA
contractor.
Q then brings up Freedom of the Press, and John Perry Barlow, who co-founded the organization and
posted a link to its page.
Freedom of the Press Foundation
Freedom of the Press Foundation protects and defends adversarial journalism in the 21st century.
https://freedom.press/

https://freedom.press/

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrlkLsUMAAF_-y.jpg

48) SecureDrop [Whistleblowers]?
SecureDrop>Clowns In America.
NOBODY IS SAFE.
#QAnon suggests that this once safe place for whistleblowers was taken over by the CIA and those who
tell secrets now are not so safe.
49) An anon posts about the mysterious death of James Dolan, co-founder of Secure Drop, which has
been used by Wikileaks and Freedom of the Press.
James Dolan, co-creator of SecureDrop, Used by Wikileaks Found Dead at age 36 (Apparent …
James Dolan, the co creator of Wikileaks used SecureDrop found Dead on January 9th with an apparent
suicide. He was 36 years old. Dolan's partner Aaron Swartz who was the co creator was found dead in…
https://af-mg.com/2018/01/27/james-dolan-co-creator-of-securedrop-used-by-wikileaks-found-dead-at-age-36…

https://af-mg.com/2018/01/27/james-dolan-co-creator-of-securedrop-used-by-wikileaks-found-deadat-age-36-apparent-suicide/
50) #Qanon replies.
(More to come. I'm only getting started.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUrpsweVAAEr6yi.jpg

51) I woke early this morning after a dream that I should probably tell you about. In the dream, I was
watching a large group of people like congressman as they built a chain of evidence to convict an
individual or group. (I don't know who the guilty people were.)
#Qanon
52) The chain of evidence consisted of things like bank statements, court filings & statements made in
congressional hearings. The chain of evidence was challenged at some points, but the ones building it
always refuted the objections with more evidence.
#Qanon
53) I'd like to share a couple of observations.
The dream seems to be a promise and a warning.
A promise that the evidence needed to convict the corrupt players exists and it's being assembled.
#Qanon
54) But there's a warning that the guilty are trying to destroy & hide the evidence.
Hillary & company destroyed phones & erased drives to hide evidence.
FBI claims it lost text messages.
DOJ begged House Intel Committee not to #ReleaseTheMemo
#Qanon
55) The NSA says it lost data related to illegal surveillance activities carried out during the Bush 43
administration.
#Qanon
NSA deleted surveillance data it pledged to preserve
The agency tells a federal judge that it is investigating and 'sincerely regrets its failure.'
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/19/nsa-deletes-surveillance-data-351730

https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/19/nsa-deletes-surveillance-data-351730
56) We're in an odd position. The ones who normally store evidence and use it to prosecute criminals are
the ones who are guilty of the crimes and they're responsible for taking care of the evidence of their own
guilt.
Think about that.
#Qanon

57) For those who pray, here's some direction:
We need the chain of evidence to be preserved. We need anyone trying to tamper with it to be exposed.
We need the evidence to be brought to light and the guilty brought to justice.
58) #Qanon said we should go back over the breadcrumbs he's given us because we already have more
information than we realize.
I wanted to know more about John Solomon and his safety. So I did some digging.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUtZrxOUMAUTcti.jpg

59) I found this.
#Qanon says that reporters who expose corruption are a threat to the system and as such, they're in
danger and need protection.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUtZ03EUMAAeGcV.jpg

60) Why do Sara Carter, John Solomon get the scoops about deep state corruption?
They're getting the scoops because they work hand in glove with Trump's people. They expose corruption
without distorting the facts. In exchange, they receive protection.
#Qanon
61) #Qanon
To understand the pressure Solomon is under, check out this article:
John Solomon Silenced after Washington Post Attacks
The Hill’s John Solomon has been silenced after a coordinated effort by the Washington Post and The Hill
staffers upset with his reporting and appearances on the Hannity program on the Fox News Chann…
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/01/john-solomon-silenced-hill-washington-post-attacks/

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/01/john-solomon-silenced-hill-washington-post-attacks/
62) #Qanon
And this one.
Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/erik-wemple/wp/2018/01/17/staffers-at-the-hill-press-management-ab…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/erik-wemple/wp/2018/01/17/staffers-at-the-hill-pressmanagement-about-the-work-of-john-solomon/?utm_term=.5ff8643ed95e
62) This also explains the hit pieces against Hannity. The deep state needs to delegitimize him because
he's one of the few people shining a light on their crimes.
#Qanon
Sean Hannity Should Probably Shut Up About Sexual Assault
Unless he’s ready to talk about Roy Moore and Donald Trump.
https://www.thedailybeast.com/sean-hannity-should-probably-shut-up-about-sexual-assault

https://www.thedailybeast.com/sean-hannity-should-probably-shut-up-about-sexual-assault
63) An anon makes an observation about Edward Snowden (ES) and how he made it to Russia through
Hong Kong despite the fact that the intelligence community was trying to apprehend him. The CIA could
have nailed him if they wanted to. Was Snowden a CIA operative all along?
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUtiQMjU8AAdga3.jpg

64) #Qanon confirms and asks the anon to look into Snowden's past, noting that he was first trained by
the CIA and it's them he's really working for.
Q seems to know that Snowden will soon be leaving Russia. Upcoming news will confirm and provide
more information.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUtkjY8VQAAIlZ_.jpg

65) #QAnon reposts his previous post and responds to it.
Who controls Hollywood?
Who really controls HW?
Why are movies made to glorify past 'true' events?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUtldLgU0AIkp5z.jpg

66) Links to articles on the CIA and Holywood.
#Qanon
EXCLUSIVE: Documents expose how Hollywood promotes war on behalf of the Pentagon, CI…
When we first looked at the relationship between politics, film and television at the turn of the 21st century,
we accepted the consensus opinion that a small office at the Pentagon had, on request…
https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/exclusive-documents-expose-direct-us-military-intelligence-influence…

https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/exclusive-documents-expose-direct-us-military-intelligenceinfluence-on-1-800-movies-and-tv-shows-36433107c307
67) #Qanon
How the CIA Hoodwinked Hollywood
Since its inception, the agency has wooed filmmakers, producers, and actors in order to present a rosy
portrait of its operations to the American public.
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2016/07/operation-tinseltown-how-the-cia-manipulates-holl…

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2016/07/operation-tinseltown-how-the-ciamanipulates-hollywood/491138/
68) #Qanon
Covert operations: How the CIA works with Hollywood
Examining the US government's relationship with Hollywood and how the CIA attempts to shape its onscreen image.
https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/listeningpost/2017/10/covert-operations-cia-works-hollywood-171022…

https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/listeningpost/2017/10/covert-operations-cia-workshollywood-171022101533765.html
69) #Qanon
Washington DC’s role behind the scenes in Hollywood goes deeper than you think
On television, we found more than 1,100 titles received Pentagon backing – 900 of them since 2005, from
‘Flight 93’ to ‘Ice Road Truckers’ and ‘Army Wives’
https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/hollywood-cia-washington-dc-films-fbi-24-intervening-close-relationship…

https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/hollywood-cia-washington-dc-films-fbi-24-intervening-closerelationship-a7918191.html
70) Link to the CIA's liaison office for people in the entertainment industry who are interested in learning
more about how the CIA can assist them with their next project:
https://www.cia.gov/offices-of-cia/public-affairs/entertainment-industry-liaison
71) #Qanon asks what is a psyop?
Here's one definition.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUtpxobVAAAgVwX.jpg

72) Conspiracy PUSH/LABEL [awake]?
Spider web.
YOU ARE BEING CONTROLLED.
SHEEP.
UP IS DOWN.
LEFT IS RIGHT.
REVOLUTION.
TRUTH.
TRUST THE MISSION.
#QAnon
73) #Qanon has been telling us all along that the corrupt political-corporate system has been controlling
our minds, our perceptions, values, sense of right and wrong, who we can trust and other internal
processes.
We've been deceived.
It's time to wake up.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUtrR23VMAEfSfQ.jpg

74) #QAnon posts an advertisement for the Signal app featuring Edward Snowden, a guy we've been told
to trust, but whom Q says is not who he seems to be.
Signal is encrypted. So it's safe.
Unless the CIA has a backdoor. Then... well, it's not as safe as you've been told

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUtvDwvUMAEOPsn.jpg

75) Here's a better look at the Signal ad. (My comments in red.)
Is the CIA using Snowden to further their own agenda?
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUt61EcVoAAMwph.jpg

76) @JulianAssange is portrayed by the corrupt political-media as a criminal. But the charges have been
proven fraudulent.
If, as we suspect, much of the evidence against the deep state will come from Assange, wouldn't it be to
their benefit to discredit him in advance?
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUt81tzU0AEkZDU.jpg

77) Likewise, if the deep state wished to destroy the credibility of the NSA, and supplant them with the
CIA, wouldn't it be to their benefit to use Snowden to tarnish the NSA's image and portray him as a hero?
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUt83k8VMAI7X5-.jpg

78) Rabbit Trail.
One of the anons brought up the "heart attack gun" and #Qanon responded.
Link:

https://www.youtube.com/embed/BSEnurBApdM

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUt9pRWU0AA7bkI.jpg

79) One of the anons posts that #QAnon dropped a one-minute marker. It's an alert to something that's
about to happen.
Note: timestamp of 12:33:27

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUuBGn4VQAAFvvQ.jpg

80) President Trump Tweet
Note: timestamp of 12:30)
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUuBdhLUMAA_Ydm.jpg

81) #Qanon post.
He ties together the heart attack gun and President Trump's tweet.
Any thoughts on how they're connected?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUuBxZZU0AIttZG.jpg

82) The next #Qanon post asks why Maxine Waters is giving a rebuttal to the President's State of the
Union Speech and goes on to suggest that she (and others) will take their narrative further than before.
Why?
What are they most afraid of THIS week?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUuJ_e1VoAAEFv8.jpg

83) FYI:
Maxine is not giving the official Democrat rebuttal.
Hers will be broadcast on BET Network.
Which reaches a specific audience.
For a specific purpose.
#Qanon
Maxine Waters To Respond To Donald Trump's State Of The Union Speech
This should be good.
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/maxine-waters-donald-trump-sotu-response_us_5a6ca9dee4b01fbbefb…

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/maxine-waters-donald-trump-soturesponse_us_5a6ca9dee4b01fbbefb22d15
84) #Qanon says we should expect more of the same tactics used previously. Fake Mueller news.
Fake Russia news.
Trump is Hitler.
These people are really DUMB
85) Next #Qaon posts a link to a video.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/xW2ijF2ya1c
86) Videos posted by #Qanon have several purposes. One is to instill a sense of patriotism and trust in
those who are running the operation.
Another could be to see how many people are receiving the message, which could be gauged by counting
views and analyzing link referals.
87) #Qanon's next post is a photo of Hillary and KKK member Robert Byrd.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUuM4HXU0AE7YG5.jpg

88) More information on Byrd and Hillary here: #Qanon
Hillary Clinton's link to a former KKK leader and senator surfaces again after Charlottesville
A prominent actor and Donald Trump supporter resurfaced an old campaign accusation involving late
Senator Robert Byrd.
http://www.newsweek.com/clinton-kkk-byrd-trump-652176

http://www.newsweek.com/clinton-kkk-byrd-trump-652176
89) Next, #Qanon posts a graphic showing the inconvenient truth about Republicans, Democrats and
civil rights.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUuN19eVAAA9krU.jpg

90) #Qanon posts a link to a video where Hillary discusses the passing of Robert Byrd.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/ryweuBVJMEA
91) #Qanon posts another link to a video and suggests that when Hillary said super-predators needed to
be brought to heel, the real meaning was not clear.
The corrupt political establishment has used so-called "super-predators" to carry out some of their work.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUuPO0HVwAASbKN.jpg

92) In the last post from the 27th, #QAnon shares a link to a video where Tucker Carlson asks us to
reconcile Maxine Waters' lavish lifestyle with her rhetoric.
Tucker: How did Maxine Waters afford $4.3M mansion?
Tucker's Thoughts: How did Rep. Maxine Waters afford a 6,000-square foot, $4.3 million mansion in one of
the wealthiest neighborhoods in Los Angeles after working 40 years in government? We'd hate to…
https://video.foxnews.com/v/5493622538001/?#sp=show-clips

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5493622538001/?#sp=show-clips
93) #Qanon says it will be a big news week so keep your eyes open. Know that the MSM will try their
hardest to deflect from the important issues and hide the truth.
Godspeed, patriots. 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUuSDAyU0AAkaqg.jpg

Hey @threadreaderapp unroll this.

